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COUNTERBALANCE AGV

ARNY
family

Iconic Power
Uncompromising industrial suitability combined with a high load capacity and the outstanding dimension of the lift height of up to
8.5 m / 28 ft enable a wide range of applications for this counterbalanced truck.
The special feature is the compact design for efficient mobility in narrow aisles from 3.3 m / 11 ft wide. The small turning radius
makes ARNY particularly fast when transferring loads.
The various versions of the fork by means of ISO suspension allow the transport of different load
carriers from pallets or pallet cages to large load carriers of all kinds.
ARNY masters all free navigation modes and can be operated with
different battery types and loading concepts.
Like the AMADEUS, OSCAR and SALLY series, ARNY is born
driverless and can be seamlessly integrated into existing free
navigating solutions.
A comprehensive safety concept with 3 integrated safety
scanners ensures reliable 360° personnel protection and
thus smooth mixed operation. Detailed object protection is
optionally available.

ARNY

ARNY HD

mono

duplex

triplex

mono

duplex

Max. Payload

3.307 lbs

3.307 lbs

3.307 lbs

5.512 lbs

4.409 lbs

Empty Weight without Battery

10.141 lbs

10.648 lbs

11.685 lbs

11.045 lbs

11.552 lbs

Max. Speed

6 f/s

6 f/s

6 f/s

5 f/s

5 f/s

Lifting Height

5 ft

15 ft

28 ft

5 ft

15 ft

Fork Design
Navigation
Power Supply
Battery
Low Maintenance cost due to
Personal Safety
Object Procection

ISO-fork carriage, forged tines, optionally: sideshift, tilt adjustment
contour or magnet or laser or hybrid
battery change (manually) or automatic loading
lead acid, lead gel, pure lead, lithium (LFP)
good accessibility of the components, large control cabinet, easy drive change
3 safety laser scanner for 360° all-round protection
3 ToF-Cameras in main driving direction
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